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Hard hittin hustlin ass beats with true A-state lyrics. 5 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap Details: straight out tha womb of pine bluff and little rock arkansas, a collision has

ocurred! that lyrical artist micool and dj-al aka al-dog have come together to form an alliance that has

been unstoppable since. one specializing in rhyme, tha other in beats, but both mutable to beats and

rhyme. a strong force to be reckoned with when it comes to clear top of tha line production that high hat

ticks and southern bass drops will make you swollow yo spit. straight reppin tha a-state with there first

maxi single release tha arkansaw anthem. if youve eva been interested in what them country ass hustlas

been doin down in arkansas, here it is. and thats not it, tha female artist of tha group (poize) tells these

fake playas out here to cut they head off behind kicks drops and strings thata make you say damnnnn!

these arkansas boyz said they made it out tha dumps! and now they ready to tell tha world bout it, and

about what its like kicking it in little country towns . they tell ya -what they want , bout tha tricks, and tha

a-state. these artists have opened shows for artists like , (ying yang twins) outta atl. e-40 and tha klick,

and playa ham outta california and many others. from doing local shows and touring there state they felt it

was time to bring it to tha world. so pick up tha cd and ride! start yo engines baby ,roll through yo hood

and tha a-state in yo mind at the same time.and when you( bump it )! enter our world arkansas boyz (dem

boyz)thanxx 4 tha luv! fyi be on tha look out for tha full length album (dommies, spades ,and dice )

comming soon to cd baby.
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